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Abstract

Social media has become a very prominent source of

news consumption. It brings forth multifaceted, multimodal

and real-time information on a silver platter for the users.

Fake news or rumor mongering on social media is one of

the most challenging issues pertaining to present web. Pre-

viously, researchers have tried to classify news propagation

paths on social media (e.g. Twitter) to detect fake news.

However, they do not utilize latent relationships among

users efficiently to model the influence of the users with

high prestige on the other users, which is a very significant

factor in information propagation. In this paper, we pro-

pose a novel Higher-order User to User Mutual-attention

Progression (HiMaP) method to capture the cues related

to authority or influence of the users by modelling direct

and indirect (multi-hop) influence relationships among each

pair of users, present in the propagation sequence. The

proposed higher order attention trick is a novel contribu-

tion which can also be very effective in case of transformer

architectures[30]. Our model not only outperforms the

state-of-the-art methods on two publicly available Twitter

datasets but also explains the propagation patterns per-

taining to fake news by visualizing higher order mutual-

attentions.

1. Introduction

Social Media platforms have become part and parcel of

our daily lives and are also being used as a common ground

for discussions and debates. Rumors and fake news on so-

cial media platforms have become a common phenomenon,

curbing them is a very challenging and daunting task. The

spread of a viral news item or a tweet can seriously af-

fect the election outcomes, reputation of some companies

or even relationships among countries, therefore prevailing

the sanity in such platforms is the need of the hour. Several

machine learning based solutions are investigated in the lit-

erature to detect and mitigate the effects of fake news.
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Figure 1. Latent Influence Relationships among users

Previous studies in the literature have used many differ-

ent facets and aspects related to news items for fake news

detection such as the content of the news, source of the

news, user response on news and propagation patterns on

social media platforms. The news content oriented solutions

use handcrafted text or linguistic features to learn a classi-

fier [21, 4, 12], some other works use deep learning tech-

niques instead, to automatically learn the representative fea-

tures [14, 25]. Recently, neural attention based techniques

are also proposed by researchers to detect the misinforma-

tion and they also extract evidences pertaining to classifier’s

decision as a bi-product [22, 18]. Some of the other inter-

esting works use only temporal propagation patterns of the

news items on social media to detect the rumors [13, 17].

The advantage of the propagation patterns based methods

over news content and user response oriented methods is

that they do not rely on user comments and replies as at an

early stage of news propagation, these features are not avail-

able readily. However, there are some limitations of these

approaches, firstly, they use temporal user characteristics

such as number of user followers and followings, the num-

bers of tweets and retweets posted, which requires tedious

feature engineering and transformations. Secondly, they do

not model the influence or affinity relationships among the

users, which is a key factor in information propagation on

social media platforms.



We propose a novel Higher Order User to User Mutual-

attention Progression (HiMaP) method to address the lim-

itations of existing methods. Rather than using hand-

crafted user characteristics features, we use user embed-

dings, learned via several node embedding techniques. We

use user-to-user mutual-attention method to model latent

influence relationship among users in propagation paths,

which inherently captures the patterns and connotations per-

taining to rumor and non-rumor propagation. In figure 1,

there are four twitter users A,B,C and D represented as

circles and the blue connection lines represent the way they

are connected on twitter. Let’s assume all of the above men-

tioned users are the part of a propagation path of a news item

n. We compute two kinds of latent influence relationship

among the users A,B,C and D. Firstly, we compute direct

user to user influence relationship using mutual-attention

such as A↔ B, A↔ C, A↔ D, B ↔ C, B ↔ D and so

on, which are depicted as green dotted connection lines in

figure 1. Secondly, we compute indirect user to user influ-

ence relationship using higher order mutual-attention pro-

gression method such as A ← C → D, which is depicted

as red stroke lines in figure 1.

We use two publicly available twitter datasets for evalu-

ation and analysis, the proposed model outperforms all the

baselines and state of the art methods.

In nutshell, major contributions of this paper are:

1. We are the first to use the User to User mutual-attention

in propagation paths to model and capture the latent

cues related to authority or influence of the users.

2. We enhance the User to User mutual-attention by in-

troducing a novel High Order Mutual-attention Pro-

gression method (HiMaP) to model multi-hop latent

relationships among the users.

3. Contrary to previous works, we use both the follower

and the retweet networks to learn user embeddings

rather than representing users with user characteristics

vector.

4. We achieve significant gains over state-of-the-art mod-

els in terms of accuracy, on two publicly available twit-

ter datasets.

5. We visualize and analyse the attention weights to

check the efficacy of the attention mechanism.

2. Related Work

We can categorize the previous works related to fake

news detection into three major categories based on what

features they utilize, 1. news content and linguistic feature

oriented, 2. user action on news oriented and 3. social con-

text oriented. The first category of works use text content

of the news items, extract several linguistic and statistical

features and learn a classifier to detect whether or not it is a

rumor [15, 4, 12, 23, 9]. The authors of [21] use language

stylistic feature and source credibility features to model the

credibility of web claims. The second category of works

use user actions on news, such as sentiments, comments,

replies and disapproval. In [34], authors use Bayesian net-

work model (probabilistic graphical model with Gibbs sam-

pling) to capture the conditional dependencies among the

truthfulness of news, the users’ opinions, and the users’

credibility. Authors of [24] propose a CNN based model

with a user response generator, which learns to generate a

synthetic user response to a news article text from historical

user responses, which is used as a user action feature in fake

news detection.

The third kind of works utilize social context in terms of

user profile, social network features and news propagation

paths [15, 27, 26]. The authors of [13] transform the news

propagation into a multivariate time series of user charac-

teristics and learn a classifier with concatenated representa-

tion of RNN-Based and CNN-Based propagation path rep-

resentations. Authors in [17] use tree structured neural net-

works to represent propagation paths, recursive nature of

their model effectively captures the tree features of the prop-

agation trees. Authors of [31] propose a new kind of com-

munity preserving user embedding method and convert the

news propagation tree structures into a temporal sequence

and then apply RNN with early stopping for classification.

In contrast to these existing works, HiMaP uses a novel

mutual-attention progression model to learn better propa-

gation path representation along with RNN based sequence

encoder, which contains cues related to both compositional

aspects and latent influence aspects of the propagation se-

quence.

3. Problem Definition and Proposed Model

3.1. Problem Definition

Given a news item n ∈ N , along with its propagation

path on twitter as u1 → u2 → u3....um−1 → um, where

u1 is the user, who has posted the original tweet about news

n. um is the last user in the sequence, who has retweeted

the same tweet. The goal is to classify the news as one of

these classes:“True (T)” or “False (F)” or “Unverified (U)”

or “Debunking (D)”.

3.2. Retweet Propagation Path Representation

We represent the propagation paths of the news by se-

quence of users pertaining to the original (source) tweets

and re-tweets as variable length multivariate time series,

very similar to [13]. From the original propagation trees,

we create a flattened representation of the tree as a multi-

variate time series comprising user embeddings and times-

tamp. For a news item ni, propagation sequence Prop(ni)



can be defined as:

Prop(ni) =< (f(u1), t0)......(f(um), tm) > (1)

Where (f(ui), ti) represents ith user, ith timestamp and m

is the length of propagation sequence. In contrast to [13],

we represent each user with learned user embeddings by

applying suitable node embedding methods to follower net-

work and retweet network rather than representing users as

their characteristics vectors, as depicted in figure 2. Us-

age of node embeddings instead of characteristics vectors,

not only saves the time required to crawl the characteristic

features for each user but also does not require any feature

engineering.

3.3. Learned User Embeddings

We use unsupervised network representation learning

methods to learn user (node) embeddings from both the fol-

lower network and the retweet network and we combine the

corresponding embeddings for each user by concatenating

them. Given a follower graph F = (V,E) and a retweet

graph R = (V ′, E′), we compute user embedding f(v)
for each user v by concatenating user embedding learned

from follower network fF (v) ∈ IRd and the user embed-

ding learned from retweet network fR(v) ∈ IRd as:

f(v) = fF (v) ‖ fR(v) (2)

Provided v ∈ V and v ∈ V ′. Specifically we experiment

with DeepWalk [20], Node2vec [8], Line [28] and APP[36]

node embedding methods and select the best performing

embedding technique.

• DeepWalk: It is a uniform random walk simulation

based method, which uses SkipGram with hierarchical

softmax as optimizer and objective function as follows:

minφ − logP ({vi−w, ..., vi−1, vi+1, ..., vi+w}|φi)
(3)

• Node2vec: It is a breadth first (BFS) and depth first

search (DFS) based method, which uses SkipGram

with negative sampling and objective function as fol-

lows:

maxf

∑

u∈V

[− logZu +
∑

ni∈Ns(u)

f(ni).f(u)] (4)

• APP: It is a Personalized PageRank Context based

method, which uses negative sampling and objective

function as follows:

log σ( ~su.~tv) + k.EtnPD[log σ( ~su. ~tn)] (5)

• Line: It is a Adjacency matrix based method, which

models neighbourhood proximity using negative sam-

pling and objective function as follows:

O1 =
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij log p1(vi, vj) (6)

For more details about these node embedding methods,

please refer to respective papers.

3.4. LSTM based Propagation Path Sequence En
coder

We use Long short term memory unit (LSTM) [10] to

encode the propagation path sequence f(u1) → f(u2) →
f(u3)....f(um−1) → f(um) represented as a sequence of

learned user embeddings. At a particular time-step t, the

current hidden state ht is computed using standard LSTM

equations as follows:

ft = σ(Wf .[ht−1, xt] + bf )

it = σ(Wi.[ht−1, xt] + bi)

C̃t = tanh(WC .[ht−1, xt] + bC)

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t

ot = σ(Wo.[ht−1, xt] + bo)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct),

(7)

Where, ht−1 is previous hidden state and xt is the cur-

rent input from input propagation path sequence. We use

last hidden state as a compositional representation of prop-

agation path sequence RC , where

RC = hm (8)

3.5. User to User Mutualattention

We explain the user to user mutual-attention in detail in

this section, as pictorially represented in the figure 2. Neu-

ral attention [3] mechanisms are proven to be very effective

in many NLP [30, 35, 6] and computer vision applications

[32, 7, 11]. The key idea behind the neural attention is to se-

lect the important words or sentences in NLP applications

and to gauge the crucial areas or blocks in images in typ-

ical computer vision applications. Many of the previous

works use attention mechanisms to detect fake news[22, 18]

and to do fact checking[19]. It is well studied fact that in-

fluential users play a very crucial role in information dif-

fusion on social media platforms[2, 1] on the other hand

it’s very hard to quantify the influence and it’s penetration

in a real world social network. Interpersonal relationships

among users are the key factor in determining the influence

[5]. We are the first to propose a User to User mutual-

attention method to model the influence among the users.

Previously, researchers have used mutual-attention mech-

anism in case of word to word mutual-attention within a



sentence to model intra-relationships among words, present

in same sentence [29]. Given a propagation path of a news

item n, in terms of sequence of learned user embeddings

as f(u1) → f(u2) → f(u3)....f(um−1) → f(um), in

the first step we model the relationship among each pair of

users present in the propagation path. In very similar fash-

ion to[29], We use a dense layer to project the concatenation

of each user embedding pair into a scalar score:

Sij = Wcat([f(ui); f(uj)]) + bcat (9)

Where Wcat ∈ R
2d×1 is a weight matrix, bcat ∈ R is

bias term and Sij is the latent affinity between users ui and

uj . Score matrix is S
m×m

is a square matrix. To compute

mutual-attention scores, we can consider two options, ei-

ther we can apply row-wise max-pooling or row-wise avg-

pooling.

AC = Softmax(maxS
row

)

or

AC = Softmax(avgS
row

)

(10)

Where AC ∈ R
m is the learned attention weight vector.

Finally, user to user mutuallly-attended representation RA

of the propagation path can be computed as:

RA =

m∑

i=1

f(ui)ACi (11)

3.6. Multihop Latent Relationships

As of now in user to user mutual-attention, we only con-

sider influence in terms of attention between each pair of

users present in the propagation path individually, which

only models relationship between two users at a time re-

gardless of the presence of other users in the sequence. In

a real world social network scenario, in some of the cases

users only trust and subsequently retweet the content if and

only if some particular combination of users have already

posted or retweeted the content in their social network fra-

ternity. We call these scenarios as multi-hop latent rela-

tionships, in which influence depends on a group of users

rather than a single user. We can not capture cues related to

such multi-hop latent relationships with the first order user

to user mutual-attention described earlier. We propose a

novel higher order mutual-attention progression method to

deal with it.

3.7. Higher Order mutualattention Progression

The proposed Higher Order attention progression

method is a novel theoretical contribution in the neural at-

tention domain. The intuition behind mutual-attention pro-

gression is fairly simple. In the equation 9, values in the

score matrix S
m×m

represent the direct influence relation-

ships between each possible user pairs in the propagation

path. Now let’s consider a matrix S2
m×m

which is computed

as:

S2
m×m

= S
m×m

× S
m×m

(12)

Each value in the matrix S2 represents the indirect influence

or affinity between two given users in the propagation path

sequence.

S2
i,j =

∑

k

Si,k × Sk,j (13)

This represents the influence between pair of users i and j,

encompassing all other users. In the similar fashion we can

compute more higher order influence matrices.

S3
m×m

= S2
m×m

× S
m×m

S4
m×m

= S3
m×m

× S
m×m

(14)

Now to compute attention scores, we use row-wise max

pooling similar to equation 4 as:

A′

Co = Softmax(maxS2

row
)

A′′

Co = Softmax(maxS3

row
)

A′′′

Co = Softmax(maxS4

row
)

(15)

Where A′

Co, A′′

Co and A′′′

Co are the learned attention weight

vectors from second order, third order and fourth order of

mutual-attention progression. Finally, higher order user to

user mutuallly-attended representations R′

C , R′′

C , R′′′

C etc

can be computed as:

R′

A =

m∑

i=1

f(ui)A′

Coi

R′′

A =

m∑

i=1

f(ui)A′′

Coi

R′′′

A =

m∑

i=1

f(ui)A′′′

Coi

(16)

3.8. Prediction Layer

At the prediction stage, we have two kinds of represen-

tations of the propagation path sequence, a representation

encoded by LSTM based encoder as RC and the represen-

tations computed using higher order mutual-attention pro-

gression as R′

A, R′′

A, R′′′

A , R′′′′

A and so on, representing first

order, second order, third order and fourth order mutual-

attention representations. We compute the cumulative rep-

resentation from the all higher order mutual-attention pro-

gression representations by concatenating them.

Rf
A = R′

A ‖R
′′

A ‖R
′′′

A ‖R
′′′

A (17)
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Figure 2. high-level architecture of HiMaP with Higher Order Mutual-attention Progression

We learn a joint representation of Rf
A and RC using a non

linear transformation layer.

R = ReLU(Wp([R
f
A, RC ] + bp) (18)

At the end, we use a Softmax layer for the classification.

ŷ = Softmax(WclR+ bcl) (19)

3.9. Optimization

We use standard Softmax cross-entropy with logits as

loss function to train our model.

L = −
∑m

i=1
log

e
wT

yi
xi+byi

n∑
j=1

ew
T
j
xi+bj

(20)

where L is the cost function to be minimized, yi is class

label of xi.

4. Experimental Setup

4.1. Research Questions

We conduct the experiments with objective to find an-

swers to following research questions:

1. RQ1: Is the proposed user to user mutual-attention

mechanism useful for the fake news classification?

2. RQ2: Does the higher order mutual-attention progres-

sion provide useful new and uncovered cues or pat-

terns?

3. RQ3: Does the proposed models outperform the state

of the art models?

4.2. Datasets

We use two publicly available twitter datasets1 [16]

called Twitter15 and Twitter16 for the evaluation. Twitter15

dataset contains 1490 news stories and Twitter16 dataset

1https://www.dropbox.com/s/7ewzdrbelpmrnxu/

rumdetect2017.zip?dl=0



Table 1. Dataset Statistics
Statistics Twitter15 Twitter16

News items 1490 818

True news 374 205

fakenews 370 205

Unverified 374 203

Debunking 372 205

Users 276663 173487

Posts 331612 204820

Followers 359385237 225359613

Followings 398394720 249821280

Table 2. Comparison of proposed model with various state of the

art baseline models for twitter15 and twitter16 datasets. HiMaP-

HO is statistically significant (p− value = 2.75e−3, 2.03e−4 for

Twitter15 and Twitter16 using pairwise student’s t-test)
Twitter15

Model Acc. T F1 F F1 U F1 D F1

DTC 0.442 0.731 0.351 0.320 0.423

SVM-RBF 0.326 0.442 0.048 0.241 0.273

SVM-TS 0.548 0.773 0.488 0.403 0.479

GRU-RNN 0.641 0.684 0.634 0.688 0.571

TD-RvNN 0.723 0.682 0.758 0.821 0.654

PPC-RNN+CNN 0.842 0.811 0.875 0.790 0.818

HiMaP-FO 0.863 0.822 0.901 0.814 0.826

HiMaP-HO 0.869 0.831 0.889 0.835 0.828

HiMaP-HO+Text 0.880 0.837 0.917 0.834 0.830

Twitter16

Model Acc. T F1 F F1 U F1 D F1

DTC 0.462 0.742 0.335 0.337 0.434

SVM-RBF 0.331 0.442 0.085 0.251 0.219

SVM-TS 0.572 0.809 0.469 0.421 0.494

GRU-RNN 0.649 0.691 0.628 0.719 0.592

TD-RvNN 0.743 0.705 0.772 0.842 0.671

PPC-RNN+CNN 0.863 0.826 0.883 0.810 0.824

HiMaP-FO 0.882 0.842 0.936 0.832 0.843

HiMaP-HO 0.890 0.844 0.921 0.858 0.857

HiMaP-HO+Text 0.913 0.849 0.939 0.854 0.854

Table 3. Performance of mutual-attention Progression method with

higher orders
Twitter15

Model Acc.

HiMaP-FO (O=1) 0.8631

HiMaP-HO (O=2) 0.8663

HiMaP-HO (O=3) 0.8696

HiMaP-HO (O=4) 0.8696

HiMaP-HO (O=5) 0.8697

Twitter16

Model Acc.

HiMaP-FO (O=1) 0.8828

HiMaP-HO (O=2) 0.8891

HiMaP-HO (O=3) 0.8901

HiMaP-HO (O=4) 0.8908

HiMaP-HO (O=5) 0.8908

contains 818 news stories. In table 1, some statistics re-

lated to datasets are shown, for more details of the dataset

statistics please refer to [16]. We use Twitter API2, to crawl

the user followers and following as these are not present in

datasets.

4.3. Baselines and variants of proposed model

We compare the proposed model with several baseline

and state of the art works.

2https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public

Table 4. Performance of HiMaP with different node embedding

methods
Twitter15

Model Acc.

DeepWalk 0.825

Node2Vec 0.846

APP 0.861

Line 0.869

Twitter16

Model Acc.

DeepWalk 0.850

Node2Vec 0.867

APP 0.889

Line 0.890

• DTC: [4] This work uses hand crafted text and other

statistical features with a decision tree classifier to

asses credibility of tweets.

• SVM-RBF:[33] This work uses a radial basis function

kernel based SVM model to classify news as rumor or

non-rumor.

• SVM-TS:[15] In this paper, authors create a time se-

ries of news characteristics and classify using a SVM

model.

• GRU-RNN:[14] A gated recurrent unit based model

which learns propositional representation of rumors

and non-rumors.

• TD-RvNN:[17] This work utilizes tree-structured neu-

ral networks for rumor representation learning and

classification.

• PPC-RNN+CNN:[13] In this method, authors pro-

pose a multivariate time series representation of news

propagation and use combination of GRU and CNN

models for classification.

We compare results of above mentioned models with three

variants of our HiMaP model.

• HiMaP-FO: This is the HiMaP model with first order

mutual-attention, where order O = 1.

• HiMaP-HO: This is the HiMaP model with higher or-

der mutual-attention, where order O ≥ 2.

• HiMaP-HO+Text: This is the HiMaP model with

higher order mutual-attention, where order O ≥ 2
and we also use an LSTM sequence encoder to en-

code original news text along with propagation path

sequence.

4.4. HiMaP Implementation

We use TensorFlow framework to implement our pro-

posed models. We compute overall accuracy and per class

F1 scores as performance metrics for evaluation and com-

parison with the state of the art methods. We use softmax

cross entropy with logits as the loss function, learning rate

of 0.003 and size of hidden states LSTM units are kept as

100. We tune all the parameters using random search. We



use 50 epochs for each model and use dropout regulariza-

tion (keepprob = 0.2) and early stopping if validation loss

does not change for more than 10 epochs. We observe that

the sequence length of 35 gives the optimal performance in

both the twitter datasets.

The user embeddings are learned using various node em-

beddings methods namely, DeepWalk [20], Node2vec [8],

Line [28] and APP[36]. For all the node embedding meth-

ods, we use prescribed parameters and embdedding size as

100. From the retweet networks (trees), we extract all the

unique edges and nodes. We assign the weight for each edge

as the number of times it occurs in our network. Similarly

in case of follower network, we extract all the unique edges

and nodes and use node embedding methods to train the

node embeddings for each node involved in the network. In

case of HiMaP-FO+Text model, we use pretrained GloVe

embeddings of 100 dimensions as word embeddings.

O = 1

O = 2

O = 3

0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Figure 3. Normalized mutual-attention weight visualization

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the proposed model and anal-

yse the significance of attention mechanism.

5.1. Results for Twitter15 and Twitter16 datasets

In Table 2, we present the comparison of performance

of the proposed model with several baselines and state-

of-the-art methods. We can observe that even the basic

HiMaP model (HiMaP-FO, where O = 1) outperforms all

the baselines and state of the art models. Among the base-

line methods, we notice that RNN based methods are more

effective than other methods. An intuitive explanation for

this trend can be the capability of RNN models to easily

learn the compositional aspects of news content in GRU-

RNN and news propagation sequence in PPC-RNN+CNN

and TD-RvNN, without any or with minimal feature engi-

neering. On the other hand, PPC-RNN+CNN outperforms

TD-RvNN as they use CNN to capture the local variations

within a propagation sequence.

The basic HiMaP model (HiMaP-FO, where O = 1) per-

forms better than both the state of the arts (PPC-RNN+CNN

and TD-RvNN) as it not only uses LSTM based sequence

encoder to capture the compositional aspects but also uti-

lizes user-user mutuallly-attended representations of prop-

agation path, which inherently holds the latent cues and

patterns pertaining to influence relationships among users.

Therefore we can conclude that research questions RQ1 and

RQ3 are satisfied. The HiMaP-HO (where O ≥ 2) model

outperforms HiMaP-FO model as it uses mutual-attention

progression of higher order, which captures indirect rela-

tionships among all pairs of users present in the propagation

path sequence.

The HiMaP-HO+Text model uses original news text also

with propagation path, which provides additional topical

and semantic cues related news text and outperforms all the

other models.

5.2. Analysis of HiMaP with Higher Order mutual
attention

In table 3 we show comparison of HiMaP model with

different values of mutual-attention order O. We can ob-

serve that performance of HiMaP in terms of accuracy im-

proves with increase in mutual-attention order, this means

research question RQ2 is answered partially as we know

now that higher order mutual-attention is useful. However,

we notice that after O = 3, accuracy starts to saturate for

higher orders in both the datasets, therefore we can tune the

parameter O and omit computation of higher order mutual-

attention. In table 2, where we compare HiMaP with base-

lines and state of the art models, we use HiMaP results with

third order of mutual-attention progression where O = 3.

5.3. Analysis of HiMaP with different node embed
ding methods

In table 4, we show the effect of using different node

embedding methods to learn user embeddings. We observe

that the Line method outperforms all the other node embed-

ding methods in both the datasets. In table 2, where we

compare HiMaP with baselines and state of the art models,

we use HiMaP results with Line embeddings. The reason

behind the better performance of the Line method can be

the suitability of the Line method for graphs with low clus-

tering coefficient and transitivity and we observe for both

the Twitter datasets (twitter15 and twitter16), the values of

clustering coefficient and transitivity are low.

5.4. Comparison of Early Detection Accuracy

In Figure 4, we compare the early detection performance

of the proposed models with the state-of-the-art models. We

plot the overall accuracy vs elapsed time since the original



(a) In case of Twitter15 dataset (b) In case of Twitter16 dataset (c) HiMaP with different orders

Figure 4. Comparison of HiMaP models with state-of-the-art models in terms of early detection accuracy at different timestamps of the

news propagation, depicted in plots (a) and (c). Comparison of HiMaP models with different mutual-attention levels in terms of early

detection accuracy at different timestamps of the news propagation, depicted in plot (c).

tweet is posted. We can observe in Figure 4(a) and 4(b)
that for both the twitter15 and twitter16 datasets, HiMaP-

HO outperforms state-of-the-art models at each time step.

The better performance of HiMaP can be attributed to the

learning of additional and useful propagation patterns due to

higher-order mutual-attention progression method. In Fig-

ure 4, we also compare the early detection performance of

HiMaP models with different values of order O. We can

observe in 4(c) that there is significant improvement form

O = 2 to O = 3 but there is not much significant improve-

ment above third order (O ≥ 3).

5.5. Mutualattention Visualization and Analysis

In this section, we explain the visualization of attention

weights from three levels of mutual-attention progression,

for a propagation sequence of a anecdotal news example. In

figure 3, there are 32 users in the propagation path of news

item. Each strip in figure 3, represents a different order

of mutual-attention, first strip is the depiction of attention

weights from first order mutual-attention, where O = 1 and

similarly second and third strip depict weights from second

and third order mutual-attention weights for the same prop-

agation sequence. The depth of the colors in the rectangles

in each strip represents the distribution of attention weights

among users present in propagation path. We do not reveal

the identity of users for sake of privacy and twitter’s policy.

We observe that in the first order mutual-attention, users

with high number of followers get more attention weights.

In contrast to first order mutual-attention, in the second and

third order, some of the users with less followers and pres-

tige also get higher attention weights (highlighted rectan-

gles with green and red borders). We also notice that be-

yond third order mutual-attention O = 3, there are no sig-

nificant changes in the attention pattern. We conclude that

higher order mutual-attention captures new, uncovered and

significant latent patterns and hence research question RQ2

is satisfied.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel user to user mutual-

attention progression method to model influence relation-

ships among users, present on news propagation path to de-

tect fake news. This method allows us to capture both the

direct and indirect (multi-hop) relationships between each

pair of users. Experiment with two publicly available twitter

datasets, shows the effectiveness of our model, compared

to state-of-the-art models, in terms of early detection and

overall accuracy. We also notice that higher-order mutual-

attention progression method captures useful new, uncov-

ered patterns and provides the classifier with the cues per-

taining to propagation of true or fake news. The proposed

attention progression trick can also be useful in other appli-

cation scenarios such as in case of word to word attention

in sentences.
In future, we plan to conduct an experiment, related to

evidence extraction, using mutual-attention weights from
different levels of higher order mutual-attention. Effective-
ness of the Higher-order Attention trick can also be utilized
with recent transformer architectures.
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